
The Diamond One-Touch Video Capture for Mac
Diamond’s One-Touch Video Capture VC500MAC has become the 
most versatile and easy-to-use device on the desks of many video 
capture enthusiasts. Edit and preserve video and audio from almost 
any analog source - such as VCRs and camcorders. Right out of 
the box, the One-Touch Video Capture is ready to capture video with 
the touch of just one button. Burn full-screen video-capture, edit and 
create DVD and VCDs. Upload your finished videos to YouTube and 
other popular video sites or just share them with friends and family.

VC500MAC

Mac / Macbook
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Preserve and Convert VHS Video Cassettes
Some of your most cherished moments in life are on VHS format: 
TV shows, music videos from the 80s, weddings and your kids’ 
birthdays. Why throw them out? There must be an easy way to 
preserve them. The VC500MAC Video Capture easily collects data 
from your original source and displays it beautifully on your Mac or 
Macbook. At the same time, it is recording and saving it for editing 
later. Seamlessly go through an entire library of archived recordings 
of vacation videos, family home movies and sporting events.

Edit, Save and Burn to DVD
The VC500MAC comes with RCA and S-Video inputs and also uses a USB 2.0 interface. Any device with a composite 
output such as a DVD player can be used to transfer video and audio to your Mac or Macbook. Create DVDs to add 
to your collection of movies and favorite TV shows. The VC500MAC is fully functional on Mac OS X 10.9 or later.
See for yourself why the award-winning, Diamond One-Touch Video Capture VC500MAC has become THE favorite 
video capture device for video enthusiasts from around the world.

One Touch VHS to DVD
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